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ABSTRACT

This paper overviews the High Explosive Radio Telemetry (HERT) system, under co-
development by Los Alamos National Laboratories and AlliedSignal Federal
Manufacturing & Technologies. This telemetry system is designed to measure the initial
performance of an explosive package under flight environment conditions, transmitting
data from up to 64 sensors. It features high speed, accurate time resolution (10 ns) and
has the ability to complete transmission of data before the system is destroyed by the
explosion. In order to affect the resources and performance of a flight delivery vehicle as
little as possible, the system is designed such that physical size, power requirements, and
antenna demands are as small as possible.
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INTRODUCTION

The High Explosive Radio Telemetry (HERT) is a telemetry system that measures the
initial performance of an explosive package in flight. The key period of interest during the
explosive event occurs during the first 100 microseconds. This requires a telemetry
system with accurate, fast time resolution (10 nanoseconds), and the ability to get the data
transmitted before the system is destroyed. The telemetry system is being designed to
affect the resources of the delivery vehicle as little as possible by minimizing the size and
power requirements. In order to simplify the design and fabrication, no attempt is made to
measure anything beyond event time of arrival at a specific sensor, relative to another



sensor. Because the measurements are taking place in an environment of induced
electromagnetic interference, fiber-optic isolation is utilized between the sensors and the
telemetry package.

BACKGROUND

The High Explosive Radio Telemetry (HERT) project was initiated to determine the
practicality of a system to measure performance of a weapon’s high explosive material in
a flight environment. Traditionally, under flight test conditions, test results of an explosion
event were determined from review of remote instrumentation data and high speed
photography. Flight test data could not be collected to verify “burn” performance during
the critical first microseconds of the detonation. Instead, such measurements were ground
based, with the device under test extensively modified to introduce sensors and to protect
the test system from damage by the explosion being monitored. At best, the ground based
tests were performed under simulated flight test conditions.

To instrument an explosion during flight, development of some form of a wireless data
transmission link was required, and modification of the explosive needed to be minimized
to preserve flight characteristics and to maintain a realistic or "high-fidelity" model of the
actual weapon. The problem of making sub-microsecond measurements and transmitting
them before the explosion destroyed the system was obvious.

The plans for the development of HERT from an experimental concept to a flight-capable
system consisted of feasibility, acceptability, and developmental stages. The feasibility
stage was to determine if the problems associated with this task could be overcome by
existing techniques and technology. The acceptability stage was to determine if the
accuracy and limited number of channels in such a system are adequate to make a
practical decision on the explosive system performance. The developmental stage is where
the system is tested and hardened to meet the rigors of the flight environment, and is
eventually operated in actual flight. To date, the HERT project team has successfully
completed the feasibility stage, and is progressing through the acceptability and
development stages.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The basic concept of HERT simply is to collect and transmit data about metal housing
deformation during the initial stages of detonation of high explosive (HE). During this
phase of a few microseconds, the explosion can be considered a “burn” which generates
and applies pressure to deform a metal housing. Sensors are positioned a few millimeters
away from the metal. As the metal deforms and moves, each sensor is used to detect
physical arrival of a point on the metal. The sensors detect arrival as event data, which is



then collected, encoded with timing information, and transmitted through free space. The
transmitted data is received by a ground station for post explosion analysis.
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Figure 1 shows the simplified block design of the HERT flight system. The system
concept employs sensors designed to create light pulses upon contact with the explosively
deformed metal plate or housing. The light from each sensor is channeled through fiber
optic cable to the HERT module, which is to be located within the flight vehicle at such a
distance as to ensure survivability during the first 100 microseconds of the detonation. In
the HERT module an optical detector circuit converts the light pulse to an electrical signal,
which is conditioned and then input to a XILINX™ field programmable gate array. The
gate array encodes the detected event along with a time stamp. This data is then formatted
and transmitted by an RF System operated at S-Band, utilizing digital encoding and
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM).



TESTS AND RESULTS

A series of test sequences, termed HERT 1, 2, 3, and 4, have been utilized in the
“feasibility” and “acceptability” phases of the HERT project. The HERT 1 and HERT 2
test sequences were performed in 1995 and 1996 with analog pulse encoding and X band
transmission of data, experimenting with various types of shock sensors. HERT 3, also in
1996, was the first test performed on the initial QAM system design, capable of collecting
and transmitting data from eight sensor channels. These tests were “planar” tests, where
flat disks of high explosive were detonated at stationary ground sites. HERT 1, 2, and 3
test results have convinced us that the concept is feasible. Air to ground transmission tests
of the system have been successfully conducted with Sandia Labs in New Mexico, using
their ground station, which duplicates the actual receiving stations in the field, and RF path
characterization studies have been performed at Dugway Proving Grounds.

The second stage, acceptability, consists of testing configurations with the best
technology available. The purpose is to determine if the actual data obtained is useful for
weapons designers in certification of high explosive system performance. The
acceptability stage is broken into two parts, additional “planar” tests and then
“representative geometry” tests. To date, all explosive tests have been planar.
Representative geometry tests are being scheduled to be performed in 1999. Four planar
test shots under the HERT 3 sequence plus two additional planar test shots under a
HERT 4 sequence in July 1997 have been successfully conducted. The HERT 4 sequence
utilized a 32 channel, digital QAM design. Additional test shots in this sequence are being
performed in July 1998 to test self-check features for inclusion in the system. All test
results to date have been highly positive, have advanced the project forward in the
acceptability stage, and have served to guide development of the system. Once the
representative geometry tests are successfully completed, flight environment tests and
actual flight tests are to be scheduled.

DEVELOPMENT

The development stage of the HERT project has progressed in conjunction with the
feasibility and acceptability stages. The HERT MK1 design (Figure 2) was completed and
fielded for HERT 4 test sequences which started July 1997. The basic module of this
design included electrical filters, signal conditioning, XILINX™ encoding, a 16 QAM
modulator, and 50 mW output power in a box measuring 2.5” x 2.5” x 1.25”. The module
was designed for 32 input channels of electrical bi-level signals with 17 ns timing
resolution. The HERT MK1 encoded and transmitted the data at a 67 mega-bit/second
data rate. Conversion of light signals from fiber optic cables was accomplished external to
the MK1 module in four 8 channel converter boxes. These converter boxes facilitated
easy connection to the fiber optics that carried signals from the sensors, and were



preferable for use in performing experimental ground tests and in evaluations of various
types of light emitting sensors. The external converter boxes were too unwieldy for any
proposed use under flight test conditions. These are being replaced in the next system
design by an internal optical to electrical conversion scheme.
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The HERT MK2 module is now under design with a first unit delivery target of October
1998. Design goals for this module include 64 channels, 10 ns timing resolution, and a 100
mega-bit/second data rate. This module will contain internal optical to electrical
conversion, along with filtering, signal conditioning amplifiers, XILINX™ Field
Programmable Gate Array, differential QAM modulator, and a separable RF power
amplifier of 10 Watts at S-Band. A miniature 64 optical signal input connector is being
designed into the package, targeted to occupy a maximum volume of 8 cubic inches.

Sensor development for the HERT progressed as test sequences were performed and
various sensors were evaluated. These included direct contact pin sensors that discharge
current through light emitting diodes, triboluminescence devices, piezoelectric crystals
driving light emitting diodes, fluorescing air gaps at the end of fiber optics cables, and
even bare fiber ends. Direct contact pins provided the most consistent results, and are
being incorporated into the system design as individual pin sensor modules. A secondary
consideration in using direct contact pins is the capability to perform self-check
sequences to the HERT system by sequencing emulated contact shorts at the pin circuits.
Mechanical design for accurate positioning of HERT pin sensors has been sufficient for
planar testing activity, but will become a greater challenge when addressing representative
geometry testing, and eventually flight testing. Measurement accuracy of the system is
critically dependent upon precisely locating the initial position of the sensors, and on
support structures to hold the position of those sensors during rugged flight



environments. Materials and preliminary designs for support structures are being evaluated
at the present time.

CONCLUSION

It is feasible to acquire performance data during the initial stages of a high explosion in
flight. A small lightweight high explosive flight test telemetry system, designed to transmit
a limited number of channels of data before being destroyed, is undergoing continued
development. Additional ground testing and flight environment testing, along with an
additional design iteration, the HERT MK3, is planned before a transmitting system is
employed on an actual flight test.
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